


DIRECTIONS  Separate your core fiber into mounds to represent the pieces you will make:  cylinders and paddles for your cacti  
Ball them in your hand to get the approximate finished size. Reserve a small amount for details and to plant your cactus in the pot. 
SAGUARO (cactus with arms) 
Tightly roll your fiber into a cylinder and needle felt along the “seam” to hold it together. Then roll and needle felt all over the cylinder. Fold 
over the loose fibers at the top and needle felt them smooth to create a rounded top. It does not have to be perfect. You will continue to 
perfect the top when you add the color. Leave the bottom loose so you can “plant” your cactus in the pot. Make two more smaller cylinders 
and attach them using your needle at a 45 degree angle to the sides of your cactus. When your cactus is a medium firm  consistency then 
cover your cactus with your dyed roving.   
CEREUS TETRAGONUS (with flower) 
Tightly roll your fiber into a short fat cylinder and needle felt along the “seam” to hold it together. Then roll and needle felt all over the 
cylinder. Fold over the loose fibers at the top and needle felt them smooth to create a rounded top. It does not have to be perfect. You will 
continue to perfect the top when you add the color. When your cactus is medium firm then cover your cactus with your dyed roving.  To 
make your flower, loosely roll a small piece of dyed roving and hold it onto your cactus. Carefully needle felt it to your cactus, using your 
needle at a 45 degree angle. Don’t flatten your flower! It does not have to be the same consistency as the cactus.  
PRICKLY PEAR (paddle cactus) 
Fold your fiber into a 2x2 inch square. Needle felt your square  flat using your foam . Keep lifting your cactus so it doesn’t stick to the foam. 
It should be about a ¼  thick and you should not be able to see through it. Once it starts to hold its shape, fold small sections of the top and 
felt so that you create a rounded top (see photo tutorial). Make as many paddles as you want and cover with your dyed roving.  If you want 
to make your cactus fuzzy, add a very thin layer of core fiber on top of the dyed roving.  
PLANTING IN A POT 
Plant your beautifully felted  cacti in a pot by adding a layer of core fiber to the pot then carefully needle felting the loose ends of your cacti 
to the fiber. Don’t let the needle hit against the pot because it may break.  Add your pins and enjoy! 
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INGREDIENTS 

     Core fiber:  Dyed Roving: 
     1 cylinder for  cactus  1 color to cover the inside of mouth 
     1 sphere  for the tail    1 dark color for eyes and nose  
     2 rounded rectangle for the ears   Details:  
     Reserve fiber for details 1 set of vampire teeth 

     

Find a step by step photo tutorial @ www.licoricetree.wordpress.com/downloads 





Needle Felting Basics 
 
Needle felting is the process of entangling wool with a barbed needle to create felt in a  
flat or 3-d form.  
 PROCESS 
As you poke the needle into the fiber the barbs on the felting needle catch and push the  
fiber in the direction of your needle. The more you poke the fiber the denser and harder  
the wool becomes. If the needle is poked in one area, you will get an indentation.   
Turn your work often to keep your needle felting even and to prevent it from sticking to your foam 
working surface.   
TOOLS   
Wool core fiber, dyed wool roving, foam working surface, barbed felting needle 
 SAFTEY 
Poke the needle toward the foam mat so that you do not stick yourself.  
Do not allow the needle to bend while you are felting or it may break. 
Store the needles out of the reach of children and pets. 
 MAKING SHAPES 
Before you begin to sculpt, sketch or visualize what you are making as basic shapes.  
For example: a teddy bear = two half circles (ears), 2 spheres (muzzle and head), 1egg (body),  
4 cylinders (limbs) 
Needle felt the individual shapes leaving the end that will connect with the other shapes loose.  
 Cylinder  
Roll the fiber tightly into a cigar shape. Needle along the length of the shape and turn. Keep turning 
and needling until you have a medium firm cylinder.  
Cone tape   
Loosely needle felt a cylinder. Taper one end to make a cone. 
Sphere 
Method 1: Make a ball of fiber in your hand. Place the ball on the foam mat. Needle felt the ball while 
turning the ball on your foam so that you will get an even texture and shape. 
Method 2: Make a loose cylinder and round both ends until you have a sphere 
Tear drop 
Make a sphere. Taper one end of the sphere by rolling and needle felting until you get a tear drop. 
Egg 
Lightly needle felt a sphere. Elongate the sphere to make an egg by tapering and rounding both ends 
of the sphere until you get an egg shape. 
Cube 
Lightly needle felt a sphere. Needle felt two sides of the sphere flat so that you get a marshmallow 
shape. Turn and flatten two more sides evenly. Flatten the last two sides and tighten up your cube 
until it is medium firm. 
Flat shapes 
When making a flat shape like ears or fins, lay out your roving or core fiber on to your mat. Needle the 
outline of shape that you want into the fibers leaving extra fibers on the edges. Felt the interior of the 
shape. Fold the edge fibers in onto the shape and needle felt the fibers secure. Pick up your shape so 
that it does not stick to your mat and flip it over. Needle felt the shape until all of the fibers are secure. 
 FINISHING 
Once you have sculpted your form, you can color your form by wrapping it with dyed roving and felting 
the roving securely to your form. You can also pull off pieces of dyed roving and needle felt the roving 
onto small areas until the whole form is covered and the roving is secure. You should not be able to 
pull the roving off when done. 
 DETAILS 
Be creative with your detailing. You can use the core fiber and roving for all of your details or use 
buttons, embroidery, safety eyes or felted fabric to make your sculpture come to life. 
  
 

 


